1. Your first tee shot at Riverside is best placed
place down the left side of
bunkers on the left. Your
the fairway. Be careful to avoid the fairway bu
green and avoid the deep
approach should be aimed to the middle of the gre
bunkers th
that guard it on all sides.
2. A short straightaway par 4 requires an accurate tee
tee-shot down the middle
approach is the challenge as
to avoid the fairway bunkers on the left. The appro
you must select the right club to get it close on
o this very long green.

3. The first of many shots across the Columbia Ri
River, this short hole is a
behind the sand. Do not be
challenge when the pin is located to the right behi
short, but make sure you do not over club as this green is not very deep.
4. A good risk-reward hole, the first par 5 on the course is a sharp dogleg left.
How much you want to cut off the corner is the risk, but
bu a shorter second shot
is the reward. Best to stick to the fairway and
a then avoid the sand
around the green
gr on your approach.

5. Again your ball must travel over the river
ri to a large receptive
green. It is best not to get greedy and flirt with
wit the sand to the right,
just aim for the middle of the green and hope for the best.
6. The shortest par 5 gives you a good chance at birdie wwith a long straight drive
up, aim for the left side of
favoring the right side of the fairway. If you are laying up
thinking of going for it in
t fairway to give yourself the best approach. If you are th
the
2, check the pin location as the back right is signifi
sig cantly more difficult.
7. Sharp dogleg right will play to the strength of the left to right hitter. Be care-

approach to this very wide
f to avoid the fairway bunker or your app
fu
ful
but shallow green becomes even mo
more difficult. The sand in
front of the green should also be avoided at all costs.

8. The soothing sound of the Colu
Columbia River to the right

of the entire hole should bring you comfort
com as this is the only
par 3 that doesnʼt cross water from th
the tee. Select the correct
two-tiered green protected by
club as this long par 3 has a large two-tie
sand
sa traps on both sides.

9. The finish to the front 9 sends you back towards the clubhouse

area.
approach there is a large
with a generous landing are
ea. On your ap
ppondd that forces you to carry the
pon
entire length or bail out to
enti
the left. Watch out for
the deep bunkers that
surround the green.

LOCAL RULES

Rules of RCGA govern all play except where modified by local rules.

• Please read all the rules and follow the etiquette of golf.
• Please replace divots, rake sand traps, and repair ball marks on greens.
• Free drop from all cart paths, roads, fences, course signs, containers,
flower beds, and protective netting.
• Please respect private property.
• Dress Code in effect.
• Golf carts must remain well away from greens and tees (min. 30 ft).
Drivers must obey all signs. Carts must not be driven in treed areas.
• Out of bounds defined by fences and white stakes. Please use the OB/lost
ball local rule and drop in the fairway.

Note: Please
keep the
Pace of Play
within the course
designated time
and cooperate
with the Player
Assistant at all
times.
Scan to Explore
FHS Golf

RIVERSIDE

TEE TIMES
250.345.6346 OR 1.800.663.4979
FAIRMONTHOTSPRINGS.COM
GOLFINFO@FAIRMONTHOTSPRINGS.COM
5097 RIVERVIEW ROAD
FAIRMONT HOT SPRINGS, BC

HOLE
BLACK
BLUE
WHITE

1 2
369 346
347 324
279 295

3
142
126
118

4
546
519
411

5
176
161
146

6 7
501 377
445 352
419 315

8
162
151
141

9
375
350
322

OUT
2994
2775
2446

P 10 11 12
L
A 311 438 365
Y 298 413 336
E
R 237 334 327

13
182
160
136

14
569
524
452

15
148
118
105

10. The back 9 starts with a short, uphill, dogleg left par 4 that will yield some good

16 17 18 IN TOT HCP NET
358 409 551 3331 6325
343 368 534 3094 5869
319 341 466 2717 5163

scores if played correctly. Aim for just left of the 150 yard mark for the best
position on this wide fairway. The challenge is on the steep, two-tiered
green with significant break.

11. One of the toughest holes on the course, this long par 4 is difficult

from tee to green. The tee shot is best played left of centre on the
sloped fairway as you will want to avoid the OB to the right. Do not
underestimate how much your putt will break on this difficult green.

12. This is another challenging par 4, but because of the downhill,

can play much shorter than the yardage indicates. Hit the fairway
and you will be rewarded with a fair approach to this wide green.
Shots that are hit short and right will catch the big bunker in the front.

13. The elevated teeshot may seem intimidating due to the river,
t es and sand that spot the landscape of this par 3. There are many
tre
trees
safe landing areas however, as the green is large with forgiving
bailout spots to the left and short right.
14. This continuous dogleg right par 5 is the epitome of a risk and reward hole.
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The horseshoe shape rewards the aggressive golfer as yardage can be saved by
cutting corners. The safe play, and often the wisest, would be to follow the fairway
around the river to the large two-tiered green.

5 36 71

15. The final par 3 features one more short carry of the river. The lengthy

green can be difficult to hit as it is guarded closely by bunkers on both
sides. Putting can also be tricky on the sloping green.

16. A short dogleg right par 4 is relatively easy off the tee, with a wide

open fairway and only a few trees to the right. The challenge is at the
green with lots of sand traps and a difficult sloping putting surface.

17. This long par 4 features an intimidating teeshot with water to the
right of the fairway. The approach shot seems difficult, but the sand only comes
into play on shots that come up short as the back of the green is quite wide.

7 9 17 1 15 11 3 13 5
11 9 13 5 17 7 3 15 1

Date: __________ Player: _________________ Attested: ________

Suggested Tees by Handicap:
Black: 0-5 • Blue: 6-19 • White: 20+

Red = Front

White = Middle

Blue = Back

14 2 10 16 4 18 12 8
14 2 12 16 4 18 10 8
Tees
Yards
Rating
Slope

6325
69.7
132

5869
67.3
124

5163
64.4
107

6
6

18. Long and confident hitters can cut some yardage off this difficult hole

by going over the river, but the safe play is to hit right and short of the
fairway bunker. Second shots should be aimed for the 150 yard marker
and approach shots should be aimed for the centre of the green.
We hope you enjoyed your day at Riverside and will visit us again soon!
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